
Periodi Sampled-Data Control for Fuzzy Systems: Intelligent Digital RedesignApproahD. W. Kim�, Y. H. Joo��, and J. B. Park��Department of Eletrial and Eletroni Engineering, Yonsei University Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, 120-749 Korea��Shool of Eletroni and Information Engineering, Kunsan National University, Kunsan, Chonbuk, 573-701 KoreaAbstrat: This paper presents a new linear-matrix-inequality-based intelligent digital redesign (LMI-based IDR) tehniqueto math the states of the analog and the digital T-S fuzzy ontrol systems at the intersampling instants as well as the samplingones. The main features of the proposed tehnique are: 1) the aÆne ontrol sheme is employed to inrease the degree offreedom; 2) the fuzzy-model-based periodi ontrol is employed, and the ontrol input is hanged n times during one samplingperiod; 3) The proposed IDR tehnique is based on the approximately disretized version of the T-S fuzzy system, but itsdisretization error vanishes as n approahes the in�nity. 4) some suÆient onditions involved in the state mathing and thestability of the losed-loop disrete-time system an be formulated in the LMIs format.Keywords: Intelligent digital redesign (IDR), fuzzy-model-based ontrol, digital ontrol, fuzzy system.
1. IntrodutionIntelligent Digital redesign (IDR) has gained tremendouslyinreasing attention as yet another eÆient design tool ofsampled-data fuzzy ontrol [1℄-[6℄. The IDR problem is theproblem of designing a sampled-data state feedbak on-troller suh that the sampled-data losed-loop fuzzy systemis equivalent to the ontinuous-time losed-loop fuzzy systemin the sense of the state mathing.There have been fruitful researhes in the digital ontrol sys-tem fousing on IDR method. Historially, Joo et al. �rst at-tempted to develop some intelligent digital redesign method-ology for omplex nonlinear systems [1℄. They synergistiallymerged both the Takagi{Sugeno (T{S) fuzzy-model-basedontrol and the digital redesign tehnique for a lass of non-linear systems. Chang et al. extended the intelligent digitalredesign to unertain T{S fuzzy systems [2℄. These approah[1℄, [2℄ to IDR are so alled as loal approah. The loal ap-proah an allows to math the states of the ontinuous-timeand the sampled-data losed-loop fuzzy systems in the ana-lyti way, but it may lead to undesirable and/or inaurateresults. The major reason is that the redesigned digital on-trol gain matries are obtained by onsidering only the loalstate-mathing of eah sub-losed-loop system [6℄. To over-ome this weakness, Lee et al. a global state-mathing teh-nique based on the onvex optimization method, the linearmatrix inequalities (LMIs) method, proposed in [6℄. Speif-ially, their method is to globally math the states of theoverall losed-loop T{S fuzzy system with the predesignedanalog fuzzy-model-based ontroller and those with the dig-itally redesigned fuzzy-model-based ontroller, and furtherto examine the stabilizability by the redesigned ontroller inthe sense of Lyapunov. However. the IDR problem beomesThis work was supported in part by the Korea Siene and EngineeringFoundation (Projet number: R05-2004-000-10498-0).

the overdamped problem aording as transferring the loalapproah to the global one in IDR problem. It may lead toundesirable and/or inaurate results.An aÆne ontrol sheme [19℄ an be an alternative beausethe aÆne ontrol sheme leads to inreasing the degree offreedom. At this point, we attempt to IDR for T{S fuzzysystem based on an aÆne ontrol sheme that has not yetbeen fully takled under this framework. In addition, themultirate ontrol sheme [13-18℄ is employed to obtain thesome advantages, whih allows to onsider the intersam-pling points between sampling points and to derease thedisretization error.Motivated by the above observations, we studies a periodiontrol for T-S fuzzy systems by using the LMI-based IDRmethod. The main features of the proposed method areas follows: First, the aÆne ontrol sheme is employed toinrease the degree of freedom. Seond, the fuzzy-model-based periodi ontrol is developed, and the ontrol inputis hanged n times during one sampling period. Seond,the proposed periodi ontrol sheme an improve the state-mathing performane in the long sampling limit. Finally,some suÆient onditions involved in the state mathing andthe stability of the losed-loop disrete-time system an beformulated in the LMIs format.This paper is organized as follows: Setion 2. ontains theIDR problem statement of the ontinuous-time fuzzy sys-tem. Setion 3. disusses the sampled-data ontrol design forthe ontinuous-time T-S fuzzy systems via the IDR method.This paper is onluded in Setion 4.
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2. Problem StatementConsider a nonlinear system desribed by_x(t) = f(x(t); u(t)) (1)where x(t) 2 Rn is the state vetor, and u(t) 2 Rm is theontinuous-time ontrol input, and the subsript \" meansthe ontinuous-time ontrol.To failitate the ontrol design, we will develop a simpli�edmodel, whih an represent the loal linear input{output re-lations of the nonlinear system. This type of models is re-ferred as T{S fuzzy models. The fuzzy dynamial modelorresponding to the nonlinear system (1) is desribed bythe following IF{THEN rules [10℄, [11℄, [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [6℄:Rk : IF z1(t) is about �k1 and � � � and zp(t) is about �kp,THEN _x(t) = Akx(t) +Bku(t) (2)where Rk; k 2 Iq = f1; 2; : : : ; qg, is the kth fuzzy rule,zr(t); r 2 Ip = f1; 2; : : : ; pg, is the rth premise variable, and�kr; (k; r) 2 Iq � Ip, is the fuzzy set. Then, given a pair(x(t); u(t)), using the enter-average defuzzi�ation, prod-ut inferene, and singleton fuzzi�er, the overall dynamis ofthe IF-THEN rules (2) has the form_x(t) = qXk=1 �k(z(t))(Akx(t) +Bku(t)) (3)where �k(z(t)) = wk(z(t))Pqk=1 wk(z(t)) , wk(z(t)) = Qpr=1 �kr(zr(t)),and �kr(zr(t)) is the grade of membership of zr(t) in �kr.The possibly time-varying parameter vetor � 2 Rq belongsto a onvex polytope �, where� := ( qXk=1 �k = 1; 0 � �k � 1)It is lear that as � varies inside �, Pqk=1 �k(z(t))Ak andPqk=1 �k(z(t))Bk range over a matrix polytope" qXk=1 �k(z(t))Ak; qXk=1 �k(z(t))Bk# 2 Cof(Ak;Bk);k 2 Iqgwhere Co denotes the onvex hull. In this note, the stabi-lization of the polytopi model (3) is equivalent to the simul-taneous stabilization of its verties (Ak; Bk); k 2 Iq.In this paper, a well-onstruted ontinuous-time state feed-bak ontroller, whih will be employed in redesigning thedigital ontroller, is given. The ontroller is desribed bythe following IF-THEN rules:Rk : IF z1(t) is about �k1 and � � � and zp(t) is about �kp,THEN u(t) = bKkx(t); (4)and its defuzzi�ed output isu(t) = qXk=1 �k(z(t)) bKkx(t) (5)

Therefore, main purpose of this paper is to �nd the digi-tal equivalent of the following ontinuous-time losed-loopsystem:_x(t) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(t))�l(z(t))(Ak +Bk bKl)x(t) (6)
3. Main Results3.1. Disretization of fuzzy systemsIn the following, let h0 and h be the sampling time and theontrol update time, respetively. For onveniene, we takeh = h0N for a positive integer N , where N is an input mul-tipliity. Then, t = ih0 + jh for i 2 Z>0 and j 2 Z[0;N�1℄,where the indexes i and j indiate sampling and ontrol up-date instants, respetively.By interfaing an ideal sampler and a zero-order holder be-tween the plant and a ontroller, the digital fuzzy ontrolsystem is represented by_xd(t) = qXk=1 �k(z(t))(Akxd(t) +Bkudk(t)): (7)where ud(t) = ud(ih0 + jh) for t 2 [ih0 + jh; ih0 + jh + h),i 2 Z>0, j 2 Z[0;N�1℄ is the periodi ontrol input vetor, andthe ontrol input is hanged N times during one samplingtime h0, the subsript \d" means the sampled-data (digital)ontrol.Remark 1: This system an be viewed as the aÆne ontrolsystem [19℄.The periodi ontrol input takes the following form:udk(ih0 + jh) = qXl=1 �l(z(ih0 + jh))Kklxd(ih0 + jh) (8)where xd(ih0 + jh) is not required to obtain ud(ih0 + jh)beause it will be predited from xd(ih0) after eah ontrolupdate.To math the states of the ontinuous-time and the sampled-data losed-loop systems, we �rst have to know that thepointwise dynamial behavior, the disretized version ofthem at every sampling and ontrol update instants. Be-ause of the highly omplex nonlinearities among the lin-ear subsystems, it is typially impossible to obtain an ex-at disretized version of fuzzy system. So, the previousapproah [6℄ is to approximate �k(z(t)) as �k(z(ih0 + jh))for t 2 [ih0 + jh; ih0 + jh + h) so that the nonlinear ma-tries Pqk=1 �k(z(t))Ak and Pqk=1 �k(z(t))Bk an be han-dled as the onstant matries Pqk=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh))Ak andPqk=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh))Bk.
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Theorem 1 ([6℄) If �k(z(t)) = �k(z(ih0 + jh)) for t 2[ih0 + jh; ih0 + jh + h), i 2 Z>0, j 2 Z[0;N�1℄, andePqk=1 �k(z(ih0+jh))Akh =Pqk=1 �k(z(ih0+jh)) eAkh, then thedisretized system of the sampled-data fuzzy ontrol system(7) with sampling time h is as follows:xd(ih0 + jh + h)= qXk=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh))(Gkxd(ih0 + jh) +Hkudk(ih0 + jh))(9)where Gk = eAkh and Hkl = (Gk � I)A�1k Bl.In order to predit xd(ih0+jh) in (8), we will develop a gen-eral form of solutions to (9) ontrolled by (8) for xd(ih0+jh)with the arbitrary initial state xd(ih0).Corollary 1: The solution to (9) losed by (8) for xd(ih0+jh) with the arbitrary initial state xd(ih0) is given byxd(ih0 + jh)= jYv=1( qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�l(z(ih0 + jh� vh))� (Gk +HkKkl))xd(ih0) (10)for i 2 Z>0 and j 2 Z[1;N�1℄.Proof: The losed-loop system (9) with (8) is desribedbyxd(ih0 + jh + h) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh))�l(z(ih0 + jh))� (Gk +HkKkl)xd(ih0 + jh) (11)Replaing j in (11) to j � 1 leadsxd(ih0 + jh) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh� h))�l(z(ih0 + jh� h))� (Gk +HkKkl)xd(ih0 + jh� h)We omputexd(ih0 + h) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0))�l(z(ih0))(Gk +HkKkl)xd(ih0)xd(ih0 + 2h) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + h))�l(z(ih0 + h))� (Gk +HkKkl)xd(ih0 + h)= qXk0=1 qXl0=1 qXk1=1 qXl1=1 �k0(z(ih0 + h))�l0(z(ih0 + h))� �k1(z(ih0))�l1(z(ih0))(Gk0 +Hk0Kk0l0)� (Gk1 +Hk1Kk1l1)xd(ih0)for (k0; j0; k1; j1) 2 Iq � � � � � Iq| {z }4 . Proeeding forward, wean readily obtain (10) for j > 0.

Substituting (10) to xd(ih0+ jh) in (9) ontrolled by (8), wean obtain the following disretized version of the losed-loopdigital fuzzy system with (7) and (8):xd(ih0 + jh+ h)= jYv=0( qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�l(z(ih0 + jh� vh))� (Gk +HkKkl))xd(ih0) (12)for i 2 Z>0 and j 2 Z[0;N�1℄.Corollary 2: In ontinuous-time losed-loop system(6),� the approximate disrete-time model an be also obtainedasx(ih0 + jh+ h) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh))�l(z(ih0 + jh))� �klx(ih0 + jh) (13)where �kl = e(Ak+Bk bKl)h.� the solution to (13) for x(ih0 + jh) with the arbitraryinitial state x(ih0) is given byx(ih0 + jh)= jYv=1( qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�l(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�kl)� x(ih0) (14)for i 2 Z>0 and j 2 Z[1;N�1℄.Therefore, from (13) and (14), we diretly obtain the follow-ing disrete-time representation of (6):x(ih0 + jh+ h)= jYv=0( qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�l(z(ih0 + jh� vh))�kl)� x(ih0) (15)for i 2 Z>0 and j 2 Z[0;N�1℄.Proof: It an be straightforwardly proven by Lemma 1and Corollary 1.3.2. Design of the Periodi Control using IDRmethodThe IDR problem for the system (7) is the problem to de-sign a periodi ontrol law (8) suh that i) the origin x = 0is a globally asymptotially stable equilibrium point of thelosed-loop system_xd(t) = qXk=1 qXl=1 �k(z(t))�l(z(ih0 + jh))� (Akxd(t) +BkKklxd(ih0 + jh)); (16)and ii) by omparing (12) and (15), to realize x(ih0+ jh) =xd(ih0 + jh) under the assumption that x(ih0) = xd(ih0), Kkl was numerially synthesized for to be a minimizer in
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